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Executive Summary

Work plays a central role in the lives of refugees. When work is just, it offers economic power, personal agency, 
and often a sense of meaning, purpose, or even identity. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) recognize 
the importance of justice in relation to work. Goals 8 (decent work and inclusive economic growth) and 10 
(reduced inequality) are only possible when work is just. 

Too often today, however, refugees have access to work only in conditions of grave injustice. Wage theft, sexual 
assault, and other workplace violations are common. Restrictions on refugees’ access to authorized work push 
them into informal, unregulated employment where justice is inaccessible. These problems show us that, to 
achieve SDGs 8 and 10 for refugees, we must also achieve SDG16.3: Promote the rule of law at the national and 
international levels and ensure equal access to justice for all. 

This is easier said than done. Little diagnosis has been made to uncover the reasons refugees and their 
descendants, particularly in the Global South, frequently experience intergenerational poverty and an endemic 
lack of economic power despite widespread participation in income-generating work. While recent research has 
overturned a persistent myth that refugees are merely marginal economic participants,1 almost no analysis has 
been done on the global economic systems and power structures that affect refugees’ labor market participation 
and entrench poverty—the very antithesis of the SDGs’ promise to “Leave No One Behind.”2  

This paper represents a first attempt to fill that gap in knowledge. In doing so, it also aims to lay a common 
foundation for solutions to the justice problems refugees face in the labor market. It also supports the thesis 
that ensuring access to justice in the workplace for refugees can facilitate mutual gains, uphold human rights, 
and support the achievement of the Sustainable Development Agenda. 

Exploitation of refugee workers is rampant around the globe, as are other rights violations that impede refugees’ 
access to just work. Meanwhile, the barriers to achieving justice for refugee workers are myriad and complex. 
Among the simpler obstacles are misinformation and underinvestment: refugees’ rights related to work and the 
benefits of refugees’ access to just work are widely misunderstood. As a result, existing justice mechanisms are 
underused, and both labor rights enforcement and access to justice for refugee workers are under-resourced. 

More complex is the political economy that entrenches refugee poverty and exploitation. Refugees are among 
those who often lack the legal infrastructure needed for justice: legal identity and formal or regularized work. 
Meanwhile, governance gaps mean worker protections are weak. States, already underinvesting in worker rights 
enforcement, have even less incentive to protect refugee workers who are not nationals or constituents. At the 
same time, global supply chains and other labor markets are often structured and (un)regulated in ways that 
reward and even rely on exploitation, such that individual employers often cannot feasibly reject injustice if they 
are to remain profitable. 

Displacement-focused donors and multilaterals, sometimes lacking a nuanced understanding of these dynamics, 
have at times acquiesced in or endorsed initiatives that, in practice, funnel refugees into exploitative jobs (See 
Box 1; FN i). This results in adverse incorporation: Refugees are incorporated into their host communities only 
on terms that extract disproportionate value from their efforts, entrenching them in inescapable poverty. This is 
the very opposite of justice—and contrary to the purpose of the SDGs. 

To prevent this, the exploitation of refugee workers must be made unprofitable. Doing so requires including 
refugees in existing state laws and justice systems that safeguard work-related rights. In many cases, it also 
requires strengthening legal protections and justice mechanisms for workers generally. 
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These changes will require collective action by states, donors, multilaterals, and NGOs, including refugee-led 
organizations and workers’ associations, ideally with the support of private sector allies. The forces incentivizing 
the exploitation of refugee workers are powerful. To resist them, host states, donors, civil society, and the 
private sector must commit to centering justice over myopic understandings of nationalism, short-term outlook, 
and/or profits. In practical terms, this means:

1. States should include refugees in work rights protections and strengthen those protections by 
investing in labor enforcement and effective justice mechanisms. 

2. Donors and multilaterals should earmark funds to support labor inspection and legal empowerment 
for refugee workers and focus on improving refugees' access to rights and justice in the places where 
they already work. They also should urgently amend existing refugee labor market participation 
initiatives to add labor rights enforcement and access to justice. Refugees should be supported to join or 
form unions. 

3. NGOs and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) should make broader use 
of existing legal instruments and justice mechanisms, particularly the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (which grants many refugees a full and immediate right to work) 
and its Committee, as well as opportunities for domestic and regional strategic litigation. 

4. Private sector actors should endorse robust labor rights and justice mechanisms and bear the burdens, 
risks, and costs of combating injustice against refugee workers. 

Achieving the systemic transformation needed to ensure justice for refugee workers will not be easy. It requires 
many actors, working in concert, to insist on justice as a foundational principle of development efforts involving 
refugees. But it is necessary if the world is to succeed at meeting the SDGs.

SDG16's call for justice for all cannot be an afterthought or an add-on in displacement response. This is not a 
moral exhortation in favor of rights and justice; it is a recognition that pragmatically, any approach that begins by 
accepting exploitative, extractive conditions will entrench endemic poverty and make the pathway to achieving 
all of the SDGs far steeper. 
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1 Work, Refugees, and (In-) Justice

Work plays a central role in the lives of most people. When work is just, it offers economic power, personal 
agency, and often a sense of meaning, purpose, or even identity. SDG8 recognizes the importance of justice 
in relation to work, calling for “sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work for all.” SDG10, which seeks to “reduce inequality within and between countries,” 
reinforces this importance when it prioritizes income growth for the bottom 40 percent, who are most likely 
to experience work-related injustice and the adoption of wage and social protection policies that can only be 
effective when accompanied by access to justice.

Reaching SDG8 and SDG10, therefore, requires achieving SDG16. Without access to justice, the objectives of 
reduced inequality, inclusive economic growth, and decent work for all cannot be achieved—particularly for 
marginalized communities, among them refugees. This critical connection was recognized in 2019 by the UN 
Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants, Felipe González Morales, when he said: 

“Migrant workers and refugees don’t usually have access to justice, and so the 
lack of [work] rights has more of a negative impact on them than on the general 
population.” Felipe González Morales, United Nations Special Rapporteur on the 
Human Rights of Migrants, 2019.

 
Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, barriers to access to justice and decent work have only grown, 
increasing the challenges to achieving all SDGs, including Goals 8, 10, and 16.

For refugees, work is especially important. Indeed, “without the right to work, all other rights are meaningless,” 
in the words of Louis Henkin, the US drafter of the 1951 Refugee Convention. Economic power, personal 
agency, and social as well as legal identity are frequently lost or lessened when refugees are forced to flee their 
homelands. After leaving a familiar life and arriving in a land of exile, refugees may find just work—that is, 
decent work in which justice is integral throughout the lifecycle of the work experience—to be restorative as 
well as an economic necessity.3 

Too often today, however, refugees only have access to work in conditions of grave injustice.  Although the 
Refugee Convention prioritizes a wide range of work-related rights, and a plethora of other instruments establish 
workers’ rights, including those who are refugees, today many of these rights are honored mainly in the breach. 
Justice gaps4 abound throughout the lifecycle of a refugee’s experience with work:

• Restrictions on movement that impede access to labor markets. 

• Barriers to accessing legal status and documentation, a prerequisite to safe and authorized work. 

• Discrimination in hiring. 

• Injustice in the workplace, from wage theft to sexual assault and beyond. 

• Retaliation against those who dare to complain about injustice or ask for improvement in their working 
situations. 

• Instrumentalization of refugees’ immigration or work authorization status to coerce them into tolerating 
injustice at all stages of the work lifecycle.

• Justice mechanisms that are inaccessible or expensive, cumbersome, and slow to resolve refugees’ work-
related justice problems. 
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This paper takes aim at these pernicious gaps, seeking to expose the intertwined roots of injustice against 
refugee workers in order to catalyze discussion about systemic solutions among key stakeholders. 

Despite the scope of the problem, little analysis has been conducted to date.5 This paper forms a starting 
point for a long-overdue discussion. As such, it focuses primarily on two types of injustice: 

1. Injustices that refugees experience in the workplace, such as wage theft and payment delays, unsafe 
working conditions, harassment based on race, gender, or immigration status; sexual assault, and the use 
of immigration enforcement-related threats to deter or retaliate against complaints; and 

2. State-imposed injustices related to refugees’ choice of work, including restrictions on movement, work 
permit requirements, and sector limitations for refugee workers.  

It is important to remember that these are by no means the only types of injustice experienced by refugee 
workers or prospective workers; they also face injustices related to legalized or unchallenged discrimination in 
hiring, as well as overt and covert constraints on their rights to organize and collectively bargain for improved 
wages and working conditions.6 While the paper does not extensively address these additional work-related 
justice gaps, all are worthy of further investigation. 

Intended to provoke discussion rather than provide comprehensive answers, the paper is part of a global 
conversation launched by Pathfinders for Peaceful, Just and Inclusive Societies. Pathfinders is an initiative 
that aims to breathe life into SDG16’s promise to “promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable 
development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all 
levels” and to support people-centered justice solutions.7  

This paper is structured in several sections. The first three sections define the parameters of the problem, 
discussing the conditions in which most refugees work, the ways refugee status and identity interact with the 
phenomenon of workplace injustice, and the inadequacies of existing justice mechanisms for refugee workers. 

The fourth section illuminates the contrast between these realities and the work-related rights of refugees 
under international law—rights that are widely misunderstood even among refugees and their advocates and 
allies. The fifth section discusses the political economy that gives rise to the vast chasm between refugees' work 
rights in international instruments and their experiences of work—what we call a justice gap. 

The final section offers recommendations to key actors on the changes needed to bridge this chasm, closing the 
justice gap for refugee workers and creating a viable pathway to achieving the SDGs.  

2  Refugees At Work: The Relationship Between  
 Informality and Injustice

Around the world, few refugees work in what is typically considered the “formal sector”—the segment of the 
economy monitored or regulated by the government.8 This is particularly true in the countries that host the 
largest numbers of refugees. In Turkey, the country hosting the most refugees (3.8 million), only 1.5 percent 
of the working-age refugee population worked in the formal economy as of 2019.9 In Colombia, which hosts 
the second-largest refugee community (1.8 million), 87 percent of Venezuelans have a regularized immigration 
status or are on a pathway to obtain it,10 11 but access to lawful status and access to work permits have not led 
to significantly greater formal labor market participation by displaced Venezuelans.12 In Uganda, hosting the 
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third largest refugee community (1.5 million) and long touted as a beacon of refugee work rights, refugees find 
obtaining permits to formalize their work difficult.13 

Instead, most refugees work in the so-called “informal sector.” This term conflates a wide range of work 
experiences ranging from sole proprietor entrepreneurship to wage-earning work in small and large businesses 
to illicit work in unlawful industries to virtual slavery. What these experiences have in common, however, is an 
absence of government regulation or oversight. As the Task Force on Justice noted, most workers in the informal 
economy—an estimated 2.1 billion people worldwide—"operate outside the purview of labor laws,” which 
“limits their ability to stand up against exploitation and abuse.”14 

Refugees’ working experiences can embody both positive and negative consequences of informality, sometimes 
simultaneously. In Uganda, for example, refugee farmers sell to nationals who transport their crops to markets 
across the country and beyond, generating resources that provide a buffer against the unreliability and 
inadequacy of humanitarian aid.15 At the same time, refugees have little or no access to justice when middlemen 
steal their crops, promising payment and then reneging.16 Similarly, putatively wage-earning work in a large 
business, which in theory offers a pathway to economic well-being can, in reality, represent virtual slavery, such 
as that which has been widely documented in the fishing industry in Southeast Asia.17 

Refugees may be solo entrepreneurs working in unlawful industries, such as the sex work industry, or 
undertaking work that is illicit to some degree, such as driving a taxicab or car for hire without required 
registration. However, such decisions often are born of economic necessity: Refugees’ choices to undertake illicit 
work can reflect limited options or unjust state restrictions on refugees’ access to formal work.18  

In the informal sector, and even in many jobs that purportedly fall within the formal sector, refugees frequently 
face wage theft, discriminatory pay, unsafe conditions, overlong hours, and harassment and abuse, including 
sexual abuse.19 This is true even in countries such as Uganda and Colombia, which have relatively strong policy 
frameworks that, in theory, should regulate refugees’ working experience and facilitate their integration into 
“decent work” free from exploitation.20 In countries that limit refugees’ labor market access to only a few 
sectors, as Jordan did until 2021, these sectors tend to have high levels of exploitation.21 Limitations that restrict 
refugees primarily to traditionally male-dominated sectors, as in Lebanon (where Syrian refugees may work only 
in construction, sanitation, or agriculture), can exacerbate exploitation for refugee women by forcing them into 
unauthorized, unprotected informal work.22 The situation is even worse for refugees in countries that do not 
currently facilitate refugees’ labor market integration at all, such as Thailand and Tanzania.23 

Wage theft and other compensation-related abuses are especially prevalent across contexts. For example, the 
non-governmental organization (NGO) Asylum Access reports that its refugee clients regularly report workplace 
injustice, which has prompted the organization to provide legal empowerment services on this issue. In one 
illustrative instance, Asylum Access Malaysia helped refugee workers successfully challenge attempted wage 
theft by employers who used Malaysia’s March 2020 COVID-19 pandemic lockdown as an excuse to withhold 
workers’ wages earned in prior months. This left the refugees without the payment they were owed, just as they 
also lost their ability to work for the foreseeable future.24 In Jordan, a 2016 study of Syrian women workers by 
the labor rights NGO Tamkeen found that 71 percent were not registered for social security by their employers 
as mandated by law, while 59 percent were not paid legally-required overtime.25 Even in the operations of 
UNHCR and among some NGOs that aim to support refugees, refugee workers are often paid below minimum 
wage and denied other work-related rights.26

Harassment, including sexual and racial harassment, is also common. In Thailand in 2019, for example, a refugee 
affiliated with Asylum Access described frequent reports by other refugees in Bangkok about the verbal and 
physical abuse they experienced at work, including stories of one notorious employer known as “Mr. F— You” 
based on his penchant for yelling epithets at refugee workers. In the same year, in a Refugees International 
report on Turkey, refugee women workers reported sexual harassment, sometimes widespread: one young 
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woman working in textile factories was harassed from the time she started work at age 13. She had worked in 
ten different factories, changing jobs often to escape abuse. “I realized that all the places are the same,” she 
reported.27  

These examples provide just a few illustrations of the widespread wage theft, sexual harassment, and other 
abuse that refugee workers face today across myriad contexts. The collective efforts of diverse stakeholders are 
needed to mainstream refugees’ labor rights in displacement response efforts and national economies.

3  Refugee Status and Identity Magnifies   
 Workplace Injustice

Refugees generally experience the same types of injustice as other workers in the same or similar jobs but at 
greater levels. In part, this is because refugees are perceived, often accurately, as having less power to hold their 
employers accountable. Even where justice systems support accountability, a refugee may face more damaging 
repercussions if they contest injustice—including deportation back to a country where their life is at risk. In 
some states, the only sectors in which refugees are permitted to work are also those where exploitation is 
most prevalent. Construction, agriculture, and domestic work, three sectors commonly open to refugees either 
formally or through lax enforcement of legal prohibitions, routinely appear on “top 10”-type lists of sectors 
where exploitation is endemic. 28 

Refugees also tend to experience additional distinct types and instances of injustice connected to their refugee 
status or identity. Although refugees are not the only group who experience disproportionately higher rates of 
injustice at work, workplace injustice is concentrated among workers who are marginalized, as refugees often 
are.29 Research has documented the widespread exploitation and abuse of migrant workers—some of whom 
likely meet the legal definition of “refugee” despite not identifying or being identified as such.30 Low-wage, 
low-power national workers often are exploited as well, particularly those working informally.31 For example, a 
January 2021, a six-country study of informal workers in the domestic and construction industries found that 
wage theft and underpayment, sexual harassment, and lack of social security were common across the multiple 
countries and industries examined.32  

Even in some formal sector jobs, worker injustice can be common, particularly in countries that seek to 
attract global investment by offering cheap production at the bottom of the supply chain and often tacitly 
or overtly permit wage theft, overwork, and unsafe working conditions.33 In better-paid formal sector jobs, 
sexual harassment remains prevalent.34 While these problems affect many workers, refugees are among those 
particularly at risk.35 Refugees with multiple marginalized identities, such as refugee women, LGBTQIA+ refugees, 
or refugees with disabilities, may face more varied and/or more serious work-related injustices. 

In sum, the intersection of injustice and refugee identity can be understood in four categories:

1. Refugee workers may have less power to challenge injustice in the workplace because of their legal 
status. In many countries, refugees cannot access, or face significant barriers to access, a legal status 
that allows them to lawfully stay in the country. This creates a risk that an employer—or customer, 
creditor, landlord, or other person with whom they transact business as part of their employment—
could report them to immigration authorities, which could subject them to incarceration, internment, 
expulsion, or refoulement (unlawful forcible return). Refugees whose status does not permit lawful stay 
in a country of refuge cannot safely challenge injustice at work. 
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2. Refugee workers may have less power to challenge injustice in the workplace if they are not legally 
permitted to work. This may be due to a blanket prohibition on refugees working or because of position, 
sector, documentation, or other restrictions that bar them from legally working in the job they hold. 
Similarly, refugee workers may have less power if the legality of their permission to work is uncertain or 
unclear in law or practice or if they or their employers believe the law does not provide clear and certain 
permission to work.36 Even where a refugee is lawfully staying in a country of refuge and, therefore, 
is not subject to negative consequences from immigration authorities, they may be at risk of negative 
consequences if they are working without legal authorization or when such authorization is uncertain or 
unclear. This, too, impedes their ability to safely challenge injustice at work. 

3. Refugee workers may have less power to challenge injustice in the workplace as a result of 
discrimination based on their refugee status or identity. Even when refugees attempt to assert rights 
and access justice, they may be unable to do so. Reports of state authorities refusing to accept or 
investigate refugees’ complaints of injustice because of their status or identity are common across a 
wide range of geographies and issue areas, including work. Discrimination against refugees seeking 
to access justice also occurs on the basis of related characteristics such as national origin or race. In 
comparison with nationals, refugees also may face a greater risk of retaliation, including harassment, 
sexual abuse, or job loss, if they attempt to challenge injustice. 

4. For refugee workers, simply accessing work is sometimes fraught. Refugees continue to face state-
imposed movement restrictions in 31 of 51 countries included in the 2022 Global Refugee Work 
Rights Report, which covered 87 percent of the global refugee population. That report also found 
that in practice, at least 49 percent of the world’s refugees live in countries where their movement is 
significantly restricted in practice.37 When simply being outside a camp, settlement, or reception or 
detention center is unlawful, this creates an additional deterrent for refugees attempting to access 
justice.  

4 Without Access to Justice, Workers Lack   
 Remedies

To prevent and redress workplace injustice—that is, to successfully complete a “justice journey” as 
conceptualized in the Justice For All report—refugee workers need not only the protection of robustly enforced 
labor laws but also access to justice mechanisms that are effective, easy to navigate, timely, and fair.38 Existing 
justice mechanisms for refugee workers are deeply inadequate at best. In many cases, they are non-existent. 

On the one hand, refugee workers face unique barriers to justice by being refugees. They are among those who, 
in the words of the Task Force on Justice, may be “excluded from the opportunities the law provides” because 
they lack access to “basic ‘legal infrastructure’” such as legal identity and formalized work.39 Where refugees 
lack documentation of their legal identity or permission to work, they are almost always excluded from labor 
justice mechanisms designed for authorized workers.40 (Malaysia is a rare, perhaps unique, exception: Some 
Malaysian government bodies, although not all, hold that Malaysia’s labor laws protect unauthorized workers 
and adjudicate claims accordingly.)41  

Compounding the problem, refugees may be at risk of incarceration or refoulement if they seek justice. For 
example, according to Chr. Michelsen Institute (CMI), in refugee workplaces in Jordan, “when workplace 
inspections occurred, it was frequently the Syrians who were punished. Syrian workers who were caught 
working illegally by the [Ministry of Labor’s] inspectors were detained and sent to Azraq refugee camp, and, in 
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some cases, they were deported back to Syria.”42 While other non-national workers may also face incarceration 
or deportation, the threat of refoulement is particularly dire for refugees because forcible return threatens their 
safety or freedom. 

Even where refugees can lawfully work, many have limited access to legal empowerment, which “provides the 
foundational set of tools and strategies by which those in need of justice are able to make use of the law and the 
rights it confers." As discussed in Legal Empowerment: From Accompaniment to Justice, the legal empowerment 
available to refugees often excludes support to address justice problems in the workplace. This means 
refugees have little or no access to legal information, advice, support, and representation that could help them 
successfully navigate informal or formal dispute resolution processes to resolve injustices at work. Additionally, 
the legal empowerment available to refugees is often restricted to information provision and bureaucratic 
accompaniment. Neither of these modes of legal empowerment is significantly effective at obtaining redress for 
rights violations. Similarly, neither mode offers a means of addressing structural or systemic injustice.43 

On the other hand, labor justice is frequently elusive for workers generally, especially those who are not 
citizens. State labor enforcement mechanisms are drastically underfunded almost everywhere; even in the 
wealthy United States, “an employer would have to operate for 1,000 years to have even a 1 percent chance 
of being audited by Department of Labor inspectors,” according to one study.44 Meanwhile, on average, low-
income countries had only one labor inspection per year per 10,000 workers.45 Beyond capacity constraints, 
enforcement can fall short in other ways, too: A study conducted in Kenya, for example, indicated that many 
refugees say that they do not feel safe reporting labor violations, and the government has taken little action to 
make their labor reporting system accessible or safe for refugees.46 These inadequacies can signal to refugee 
workers that the state does not prioritize refugee labor justice, and can thus deter them from utilizing the justice 
mechanisms that do exist.

Workers who do utilize justice mechanisms bear disproportionate costs and burdens. A worker who experiences 
injustice at work not only bears that economic burden but also must take on the responsibility of pursuing 
a remedy, including proving the injustice occurred (even though the employer, not the employee, holds 
documentation such as records of payment and hours worked) and seeking enforcement of a favorable 
judgment. As suggested by the Institute for Business and Human Rights, a better justice system would place 
the burden on the employer, who is more powerful and better resourced, to prove that they paid the promised 
wages timely and in full, in accordance with the law. Where injustice is proven, the state—also better resourced 
than an individual worker—would immediately issue compensation and then pursue recovery of those funds 
through an enforcement action against the employer.47 48    

Particularly where non-citizen workers attempt to access justice, they face a myriad of barriers. The Institute 
for Business and Human Rights outlined these barriers in the context of labor migrants seeking justice for wage 
theft as follows: 

Migrant workers rarely recover unpaid wages because the system is stacked against them 
at each of the three stages in the wage recovery process. First, most migrant workers are 
unlikely to file a claim. Many fear that doing so will result in deportation, job loss, or other 
forms of retaliation. For others, it is difficult or impossible to lodge a claim, especially if 
they are about to leave the country or have already returned home. Second, if a claim is 
filed, the burden generally rests with workers to prove they were not paid. Government 
agencies are slow to respond and lack resources to investigate. Court processes are 
cumbersome, and employers know informal dispute resolution processes will generally 
yield unfair outcomes because workers accept a fraction of what they are owed. Third, 
many workers who obtain successful rulings never actually receive their wages because 
employers frequently liquidate, disappear, or simply refuse to pay and any consequences 
for noncompliance with a judgment will not be commercially significant.49
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Refugees, like labor migrants, confront labor justice systems that lack a people-centered foundation and thus 
make their justice journeys more challenging: Making a complaint puts a refugee worker at grave risk, as 
deportation will refoule them back to a place where their safety is at risk. Even refugees whose refugee status 
has been acknowledged are at times refouled. For example, in 2015, Jordan refouled some Syrian refugees 
caught working without authorization, even though they had prima facie recognition50; Malaysia also has 
deported refugees despite pending applications for recognition by UNHCR51. For those who are able to bring 
a complaint without immediate immigration-related retaliation, meeting the unbalanced evidentiary burden 
remains difficult because refugee workers lack social, economic, and political power vis-à-vis their employers. 
Further along the justice journey, even when a refugee worker successfully obtains a judgment in their favor, 
they still face challenges recovering state-ordered compensation from their erstwhile employer and may choose 
to settle for an unfairly small amount rather than risk getting nothing. 

5  Refugees’ Work Rights and Rights as Workers

Despite the prevalence of injustice against refugee workers, on paper, they, in fact, hold a wide range of work-
related rights. Work rights specific to refugees are codified in the 1951 Refugee Convention, but refugees’ 
rights as workers also derive from a number of other international sources: the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (also known as the Economic Covenant, one of the pair of seminal human 
rights legal instruments in the post-WWII era); the International Labour Organization (ILO) conventions setting 
forth acceptable labor practices; and the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 
Discrimination (ICERD). Together, these instruments represent a theoretical source of broad work rights 
protections for refugees. Indeed, in over 160 states that are party to the Economic Covenant, refugees have, in 
principle, a full and immediate right to work.

5.1 Work rights in the refugee convention
Often misunderstood in the forced displacement response sector, the Refugee Convention provisions on work 
arguably provide more ample work rights than even many refugee advocates realize.52 The Convention begins 
by stating in Article 17(1) that refugees seeking jobs shall be accorded “the most favorable treatment” given to 
other foreign nationals. In essence, if any foreigners are granted full access to the labor market, refugees must 
also be granted such access.53  

Many states, seeking to protect citizens’ access to jobs, only allow their own nationals to fully access the labor 
market. Under Article 17(1), this would appear to be a permissible reason to limit refugees’ labor market access 
as long as other foreigners were similarly restricted. However, the Refugee Convention goes on to state, in 
Article 17(2), that restrictions imposed “for the protection of the national labor market shall not be applied” to 
a refugee who has lived in the country for three years or whose spouse or child is a national. Thus, under the 
Refugee Convention, refugees must have full access to the labor market, equal to nationals, provided they have 
set down roots in the country either by staying for three years or binding themselves to the country through 
marriage or progeny.54 

By specifying that a state cannot impose restrictions “for the protection of the national labor market,” the 
Refugee Convention does permit an exception for labor market restrictions that are not protectionist in nature. 
For example, a state could bar non-nationals, including refugees, from accessing certain jobs on national security 
grounds. In practice, however, such restrictions are likely to be far narrower than most limitations today imposed 
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on refugees’ labor market access, which tend to bar refugees from labor market access entirely or channel them 
into a few sectors considered undesirable by nationals. Such restrictions almost always are intended explicitly or 
implicitly to protect nationals’ access to jobs, in violation of the Refugee Convention and in contradiction to the 
SDGs’ commitment to inclusive development. 

Beyond labor market access, the Refugee Convention also provides a range of other work-related rights for 
refugees. Of note, refugees are granted the same rights as nationals with regard to wages, working hours, 
overtime and holidays, social security for workplace illness or injury, and collective bargaining. 

5.2 Refugees’ rights as workers in other instruments
Even where a state is not party to the Refugee Convention or has made reservations that limit refugees’ 
work rights, refugees may still be legally entitled to a wide range of work rights. Central to this entitlement 
is the Economic Covenant, which establishes “the right to work, which includes the right of everyone to the 
opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely chooses or accepts,” and the right to “just and favorable 
conditions of work,” which includes fair wages sufficient to provide a decent living, equal pay for work of equal 
value, safe and healthy working conditions, equal opportunity for promotion, and rest and leisure including 
paid holidays and limits on working hours.55 165 states are party to the Economic Covenant with no relevant 
reservations.56  

Recent interpretations have confirmed that, in these states party to the Economic Covenant, refugees have an 
immediate and unambiguous right to access decent work.57 Among the most widely misunderstood elements of 
refugees’ work rights is the comprehensive nature of this right. 

While states may “progressively” realize Covenant rights, the UN Committee charged with interpreting the 
Covenant has been explicit that states must immediately honor “minimum essential levels” of rights.58 In 
particular, the right to non-discrimination is “immediately applicable and is [not] subject to progressive 
implementation” and “is directly applicable to all aspects of the right to work.”59 Specifically, this means:

 
States parties are under the obligation to respect the right to work by, inter 
alia, … refraining from denying or limiting equal access to decent work for all 
persons, especially disadvantaged or marginalized individuals and groups.60

 
Refugees are among those the Committee considers disadvantaged or marginalized.61 The Committee has also 
confirmed that Covenant rights apply to non-nationals—including refugees—“regardless of legal status or 
documentation.”62 Indeed, the Committee has been explicit: “States parties should enact legislation enabling 
refugees to work, and under conditions no less favorable than for nationals.”63

Another widespread misunderstanding about refugees’ work rights revolves around the Economic Covenant’s 
provision that “developing countries” may “determine to what extent they would guarantee the economic 
rights… to non-nationals” (art 2.3). Contrary to widespread belief, this provision does not permit such countries 
to deny work rights to refugees. This, perhaps a counterintuitive interpretation, is a result of three factors. 

First and centrally, access to work is a social as well as an economic right. Among other reasons, “work—even 
where that is not required to survive—is indeed an important component of human dignity.”64 Thus, it cannot be 
limited, as even low-income countries cannot choose to deny social rights to non-nationals.65   

Second and perhaps more persuasively, as a limitations clause, this provision must be applied “subject to the 
requirements of necessity, reasonableness, and proportionality” and cannot violate other rights, such as the 
universal prohibition on inhuman or degrading treatment. Denying access to work is not only unnecessary, 
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unreasonable, and disproportionate—particularly given the ample evidence that allowing refugees to work 
boosts national economies—but also constitutes inhuman and degrading treatment in any state that does not 
provide alternative subsistence (for example, via the inclusion of refugees in a state welfare system).66 

Finally, this provision was never intended to apply to refugees. Rather, “the purpose of article 2.3 was to deal 
with non-nationals who, as a result of colonialism, control certain aspects of the economy in development 
states”—for example, to allow newly-independent states to nationalize property held by nationals of their 
former colonizer.67

The Economic Covenant also provides for a range of rights at work: Fair wages, including equal pay for work of 
equal value, at rates that enable a “decent living;” safe and healthy working conditions; limits on working hours 
and provisions for rest and holiday; and the right to collectively organize and to strike, among other aspects 
of “just and favorable conditions of work.”68 These rights are inherent to “everyone, without distinction of any 
kind,” the interpreting Committee has stated, adding explicitly that “the right applies to all workers in all settings 
[including] migrant workers [and] refugee workers.”69

Beyond the work rights set forth in the Economic Covenant, ILO has negotiated a wide range of international 
instruments that safeguard work-related rights, from prohibitions on forced labor to obligations to maintain 
adequate labor inspection systems to safeguards for particular groups such as domestic workers. As with other 
international legal instruments, ILO conventions apply to refugee workers alongside other workers.

Between the Economic Covenant, the Refugee Convention, and other instruments, therefore, most refugees 
are entitled under international law to broad labor market access, just and favorable conditions of work, and 
the right to organize and bargain collectively, with far fewer limitations than is often supposed by host states, 
multilateral actors, and refugee advocates. 

 

6 The Political Economy of Injustice at Work

International law offers refugees broad protections against workplace injustice. Why, then, is injustice against 
refugee workers so prevalent? The answer lies in the political economy of refugees, work, and justice. 

As leading forced labor scholar Genevieve LeBaron and her colleagues have demonstrated in detail in their 
meticulously-researched report, “Confronting Root Causes,” forced labor and other exploitation in global supply 
chains“ is a structural phenomenon that results when predictable, system-wide dynamics intersect to create a 
supply of highly-exploitable workers and a business demand for their labor.” These dynamics include: 

1. A group of workers deprived of material and social resources and denied rights and legal status is 
excluded from full labor protections and/or subject to restrictive mobility regimes. 

2. A private sector, comprising an increasingly smaller number of increasingly powerful corporations, 
outsources business components and imposes time and cost pressures on suppliers, fragments labor 
standards oversight and enforcement, and encourages irresponsible practices. 

3. Governance gaps result from governments passing weak laws, under-investing in labor standards 
enforcement, or relying on ineffective non-government monitoring systems  “riddled with conflicts 
of interest” that neglect the spaces and sources most likely to reveal evidence of exploitation.70 Such 
dynamics are at play in refugees’ collective experiences of work. 
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6.1 Profitability can encourage or demand injustice
Like other migrant workers and low-power national workers, refugee workers are caught in an economy that, 
at present, rewards their mistreatment. Work-related injustice creates economic benefits for many parts of the 
private sector, locally and globally. 

An expanding body of research has shown that the exploitation of workers in global supply chains is not a matter 
of occasional bad actors but instead is an integral aspect of their existence. For many, profitability depends on 
worker exploitation. In the global economy, workers’ susceptibility to exploitation is a feature, not a bug.71  

Employers outside of global supply chains can also face pressures to cut costs, which in turn creates a strong 
incentive in favor of exploitation. Even UNHCR, when acting as an employer, pays many interned refugees less 
than minimum wage (see footnote v).72 At times, such pressures are driven by real or perceived competition. 
The result is a “tragedy of the commons” in which even a well-intentioned private sector actor may struggle to 
remain financially viable while rejecting exploitative practices.  

At the same time, refugees are particularly susceptible to economic roles where exploitation occurs. Because 
so many refugees lack the ‘legal infrastructure’ of legal status and rights, they represent for employers a source 
of unprotected (and therefore cheaper and more compliant) labor, vulnerable to the very dynamics LeBaron 
describes. 

6.2 Governance gaps mean refugees lack work rights
Refugees’ susceptibility to exploitation is enhanced when host states fail to uphold refugees’ work-related 
rights in practice. Unfortunately, many do: Over half the world’s refugees live in states where, in practice, they 
encounter significant limitations on their work rights.73  

• States that prevent refugees from accessing some or all of their rights as workers do so in a variety of 
ways: 

• Restricting refugees’ free movement or location of work (by interning refugees in camps or allowing 
them to work only in limited geographic areas such as Special Economic Zones);

• Limiting the sectors in which refugees are permitted to work (as Lebanon does);

• Excluding refugee workers from worker rights protections (by exempting them from, e.g., minimum wage 
requirements or the right to form unions);

• Failing to robustly apply and enforce worker rights laws vis-à-vis refugee workers or in sectors where 
large numbers of refugees work;

• Using immigration and policing systems to intimidate refugees into accepting injustice (for example, 
through workplace immigration raids or by using labor inspectors to enforce immigration rules); 

• Imposing legal or administrative barriers to employment or entrepreneurship, such as requiring a 
separate work permit or business license in addition to a refugee residence visa or identification 
document. 

 
All of these measures, and more, represent state-imposed barriers that impede refugees’ access to just work.74   

Several factors contribute to states’ tendencies to impose such barriers. First, responsibility for refugee policies 
tends to reside in state agencies responsible for immigration enforcement. The overall mandate of such bodies 
typically involves limiting or controlling immigration, not facilitating social integration among a diverse populace. 
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Labor ministries tasked with designing policies that create fair, inclusive economies and enforcing worker rights 
often are not granted full authority to set rules regarding refugees’ labor market participation and may be 
consulted about refugee-related work policies only as an afterthought. 

Second, some government officials, particularly those outside labor and finance ministries, still hold the 
mistaken belief that allowing refugees to work is detrimental to the labor economy — the so-called “lump of 
labor fallacy.”75 76 In fact, refugees tend to expand labor economies when permitted to work: One study found 
that refugees had “significant positive effects on GDP” within three to seven years.77 Persistent misconceptions 
about refugees’ impact on labor markets, however, can prompt states or communities to resist the inclusion of 
non-nationals, including refugees, in authorized work and/or workplace protections. Such misconceptions also 
can add a false veneer of rationality to xenophobic views, increasing their political traction. 

Third, states drastically underinvest in worker rights enforcement and justice for all workers, as described above. 
The existing enforcement and justice mechanisms tend to focus on safeguarding the rights of nationals and, 
to a lesser degree, the rights of migrant workers whose home states sometimes advocate for their protection. 
Refugees lack both of these advantages. They typically hold little or no political power (for example, they cannot 
vote), and thus, host government representatives do not see them as constituents. They also, by definition, 
come from states that are unable or unwilling to protect their interests. As a result, host states typically do not 
prioritize solutions to refugees’ work-related problems, resulting in what LeBaron calls “governance gaps”—
weak laws, weak enforcement, and limited or no access to justice. 

6.3 Donors and NGOs push work authorization, but not work rights 
infrastructure
Meanwhile, a dramatic rise in the numbers of refugees and other forcibly displaced people in the Global 
Majority, coupled with a declining appetite among Global North governments both to fund humanitarian aid 
and to open their own doors to refugees, has spurred these governments to push for refugee “self-reliance” 
within host countries. Multilateral institutions such as UNHCR and the World Bank have joined the call, as 
have a range of international NGOs and private sector donors.78 Believing that this so-called “self-reliance” will 
reduce demand for humanitarian funding and may curtail onward migration to the Global North,79 these actors 
are highly motivated to expand opportunities for refugees to generate income in the places they initially seek 
refuge. The simplest way to achieve this at scale is for host states to grant work authorization to refugees.

Accordingly, these actors now widely advocate for refugees’ “labor market access” or to “let refugees work.” 
Multistakeholder initiatives such as the Jordan and Ethiopia Compacts, the International Development 
Association (IDA) Window for Host Communities and Refugees, and the Global Concessional Financing Facility 
offer highly concessionary loans and other economic and diplomatic incentives to host states that grant work 
authorization to refugees. Under pressure to quickly move refugees into employment, these initiatives tend 
to support the creation of jobs in sectors and spaces with high levels of injustice.80 They may overlook the 
importance refugees place on work rights and on agency in relation to work. They also frequently fall short of 
demanding (and funding) a robust enforcement and justice infrastructure to prevent and address work rights 
violations, vital to effectively upholding refugees’ rights at work.

Moreover, too narrow a focus on refugees’ formal work authorization overlooks the reality that many refugees 
already work—albeit in informal, unprotected jobs. When donors and investors inject large sums into initiatives 
designed to provide formal access to limited sectors of a labor market for small percentages of the refugee 
population, refugees already working in other sectors (with or without authorization) are left out of donor 
efforts entirely. As a result, both refugees already working informally and those funneled into structured formal 
initiatives are left without adequate enforcement and remedy for work rights violations. The consequence of 
this oversight is, as LeBaron describes, the exploitation of refugee workers. 
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6.4 Lacking input from workers and labor scholars, initiatives are 
dangerously flawed
The donor governments, multilaterals, NGOs, and private sector actors pushing for refugee work authorization 
in host states argue that work can increase refugees’ power, agency, and well-being. This argument sounds 
intuitive but misses an essential element of nuance, reflecting the need for these actors to engage much more 
substantively with labor scholarship and, importantly, to include worker representatives in discussions about 
refugees and work. 

It is true that the benefits of work are embraced by refugee communities and borne out by substantial evidence, 
but only with a critical caveat: such benefits do not derive from all work, but only from just work.81 In donor-
driven discussions about refugee work authorization, this distinction largely goes unacknowledged. Thus, the 
push to “let refugees work” without corresponding investments in work rights becomes a recipe for employer 
impunity. 

At times, the failure to emphasize the importance of worker rights represents a deliberate but misguided 
advocacy strategy: displacement response actors sometimes erroneously believe refugee-hosting countries will 
begin to embrace refugees’ access to work only when that work is shown to benefit employers by providing 
a source of cheap, compliant labor.82 They argue that, once a country has authorized refugees to work, 
improvements in refugees’ work rights may follow.83  

The history of labor movements around the world illustrates, however, that exploitative work rarely transitions 
to just work without massive struggle and sometimes deadly consequences.84 When donors and other 
displacement response actors overlook this evidence, they invest in the wrong strategies. Instead of promoting 
government- and private-sector-led initiatives that channel refugees into jobs without protections, they should 
invest in refugee-led worker organizing to improve wages and working conditions, and in legal empowerment 
that activates existing work rights and/or supports broader advocacy strategies.

Insisting on refugee work rights as an integral aspect of refugee labor market participation is critical; the 
probable consequences of failing to do so are dire. Improvements in workers’ rights tend to be rare and 
inadequate, even in rampant conditions of egregious exploitation.85 Those improvements that do occur 
often require an inciting tragedy, such as the Triangle Shirtwaist fire or the Rana Plaza collapse.86 Donors can 
proactively recognize and mitigate this risk by centering work rights protections in all labor market participation 
efforts.

Refugee integration into host economies is not axiomatically positive.87 Rather, because refugees have been 
robbed of power—material assets and social and political capital—by the forces that caused their unwilling 
displacement, they are at significant risk of adverse incorporation: inclusion in a system that enables those with 
greater power to extract disproportionate value from their efforts.88 Such disproportionate value extraction 
entrenches refugees in poverty, denying them the opportunity to rebuild power and participate equitably in the 
global economy.89 This is the very opposite of justice—and contrary to the purpose of the SDGs.

6.5 Refugees’ allies overlook opportunities
While governance gaps and refugees’ lack of legal infrastructure are significant problems, refugee advocates and 
allies can also advance refugees’ work rights by significantly expanding their use of governance measures and 
justice mechanisms that do exist. 

In the forced displacement response community, deep misconceptions about refugees’ work rights persist. Most 
refugee advocates—and the donors who fund their work—have little familiarity with the Economic Covenant 
and the rights it affords refugees. When they do consider the Economic Covenant, these advocates tend to 
believe its worker protections do not apply to refugees, at least in countries outside the Global North. Thus, the 
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Covenant’s strong, unambiguous, immediate work rights for refugees are almost entirely overlooked. 

While refugee advocates tend to be more familiar with the Refugee Convention, many still assume it provides 
only limited work rights for refugees. For example, a recent Journal of Refugee Studies article on the Jordan 
Compact, which created a new work permit system for certain refugee workers, described the Refugee 
Convention as having “noticeable limitations” on the right to work, noting: 

 
Special provision is accorded to refugees who have a special tie to their country 
of asylum, such as refugees who have completed three years of residence, are 
married to a national (and have not abandoned their spouse), or have a child 
who is a national (emphasis added).90 

 
By describing this provision as applying only in “special” circumstances, the article implies exceptionality, but 
in reality, nearly 80 percent of the world’s refugees lived in their host countries for three years or more as of 
2021.91  In most states that have accepted the Refugee Convention, therefore, most refugees cannot be barred 
from the national labor market, with narrow exceptions (e.g., national security posts)—but few advocates realize 
this. 

When advocates lack knowledge about refugee work rights, there are a myriad of implications for achieving 
SDGs 8, 10, and 16. At a basic level, host government officials typically look to refugee advocates, particularly 
to UNHCR country operations, for guidance about refugees’ legal rights. When advocates are misinformed, 
government officials are too. This has a particularly detrimental impact on government divisions that might 
otherwise be disposed to uphold refugees’ work rights, such as judiciaries and labor rights enforcement 
agencies. It also means erroneous host government assertions about refugees’ work-related rights—such as 
claims that a government has no obligation to grant work authorization or enforce work rights for refugees—go 
uncorrected in multi-actor displacement response discussions. 

In addition to ensuring refugee work rights are mainstays in discussions with host governments, refugee 
advocates can make greater use of international justice mechanisms, such as submissions to the Committee 
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights92 or a state’s Universal Periodic Review by the Human Rights Council,93  
to advance these rights. While these and other treaty mechanisms are slow and imperfect, they currently 
represent an underutilized avenue for pressing host governments to honor their international law obligations 
to refugee workers. Domestic strategic litigation is similarly underutilized, particularly in states that have 
domesticated the Economic Covenant or whose legal system does not require the domestication of international 
legal instruments.94 Donors likewise can familiarize themselves with the full scope of refugees’ work-related 
rights in the Economic Covenant, the Refugee Convention, and other instruments and significantly increase 
funding for refugee work rights litigation in domestic or international forums.

6.6 Union exclusion and a lack of resources stymie refugee organizing 
What of refugee workers themselves? In theory, they—like other workers—could organize and collectively 
bargain for their rights. For example, refugees working in an industry could join other workers in unions or 
similar associations to increase their power vis-à-vis employers and collectively create counter-pressure against 
the downward time and cost pressures in the private sector. Through these unions, they also could lobby their 
host governments to close work rights governance gaps. Alternatively, refugees could form their own unions. 

In practice, however, refugee workers face a variety of barriers to organizing. Some of these barriers are legal: 
Refugees’ rights to unionize, like other work rights, often are restricted. Even where these rights are protected in 
law, refugees frequently fear harassment by the authorities should they attempt to organize.95  

Other barriers are social. Many unions and workers’ associations exclude refugee workers. National workers’ 
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groups may exclude refugees due to anti-refugee or xenophobic biases and/or because they perceive refugees 
as competitors for jobs. Migrant worker groups also may perceive refugees as competitors, believe refugees are 
“unfairly” seeking both humanitarian aid benefits and wage-paying jobs or fear that including refugees will dilute their 
advocacy on issues specific to migrant workers, such as recruitment practices. Refugees also may hesitate to align with 
migrant workers: migrant workers often remain connected with their home country, sometimes even seeking the help 
of their home government to address work rights violations, while refugees may have fled persecution by that same 
government. 

Refugees also face barriers to forming their own unions. Organizing around the legal status of workers, rather than a 
common workplace or industry, is complicated. It is also less effective: If refugees in a textile factory are mistreated, 
a strike by refugee teachers is unlikely to pressure the factory owner to improve conditions. Moreover, refugee-
led organizations generally have difficulty securing resources; less than one percent of the USD 30 billion in global 
humanitarian funding goes directly to refugee-led organizations.96 

7 Advancing Justice for Refugee Workers

Between refugees’ work rights on paper and their experiences of work lies a massive chasm, a justice gap of 
epic proportions. To close it, both refugees’ lack of legal infrastructure and host states‘ governance gaps must be 
addressed. If these twin lacunae are remedied, employer calculations about competitive pressure will shift—and 
exploitation will become unprofitable. Only when exploitation is unprofitable will justice for refugee workers become 
sustainable. 

To close the justice gap for refugee workers, therefore, those with the power to do so must transform the conditions 
under which refugees work. 

7.1 States must restore refugees’ legal infrastructure and close the 
governance gap
Refugee-hosting states are the primary actors with the responsibility, power, and authority to create pathways to 
justice for refugee workers. States are also the actors best equipped to unilaterally enact effective change. State action 
is at the center of any viable solution to achieve justice for refugee workers. 

1. Host states should fully extend existing work rights protections to refugee workers. To build a foundation for 
justice, host states should ensure refugees have access to the “legal infrastructure” of state-recognized legal 
identity and documentation97 and that refugee workers are adequately protected by labor laws — even when 
they work without authorization. 
 
Refugee workers should enjoy the same minimum wage, maximum hours, and workplace safety protections as 
other workers. Workplaces that include refugee workers should be subject to labor inspection, which should 
enforce worker protections, not immigration laws. Refugee workers should be able to lodge a complaint 
with the appropriate government agency or tribunal without fearing employer retaliation or immigration 
enforcement. Ideally, any worker, including those who are undocumented or unauthorized, should be able to 
access all work-related justice mechanisms.98 
 
The benefits of instituting this recommendation are significant. Many host states already have some worker 
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rights protections in law, as well as enforcement and justice systems for upholding those rights. While 
these laws and systems are at times insufficient, extending existing rights (and the mechanisms for 
upholding them) to refugees and other workers puts all workers on a level playing field, preventing 
downward pressure on wages and working conditions and benefitting national workers—as well as 
contributing to a more equitable national labor economy overall.99 It also avoids indirectly rewarding 
unscrupulous employers while penalizing those who uphold rights and treat workers fairly.   
 
Moreover, most refugee-hosting states already have a legal obligation to extend work rights to 
refugees under the Economic Covenant. Host state labor ministries, judiciaries, and legislatures—the 
governmental entities responsible for work rights, rule of law, and crafting of legislation—should step 
forward and assert the importance of domesticating these international legal obligations into national 
law.100   

2. Host states should strengthen worker rights protections and worker justice systems. Even where 
refugees are theoretically protected by national law, national mechanisms for upholding and enforcing 
their work rights must be made far more accessible and responsive. This includes both sua sponte state 
action to meaningfully ensure the rights of those workers most likely to be exploited, including refugees, 
and effective and timely justice mechanisms by which refugee workers can obtain redress for work rights 
violations. 

a. Crucially, states must adequately invest in appropriate labor enforcement, which is currently 
deeply lacking in most countries.101 In particular, states must invest specifically in enforcing the 
work rights of refugees. The impact of inadequate enforcement does not fall equally: Refugees 
are one of the groups most likely to suffer for a variety of reasons, including xenophobia 
among enforcement officials, perceptions of refugees as threatening the livelihoods of national 
workers, and lack of social and economic power. Refugees also face danger when states allow 
or encourage inspectors to threaten refugee workers with immigration enforcement instead of 
upholding their work rights.102 Refugee workers must be protected from retaliation, including, 
in particular, refoulement . 

b. States should ensure justice mechanisms effectively serve workers’ needs in practice. States 
that already have strong labor enforcement, including formal justice mechanisms responsive 
to refugee workers, should ensure these serve refugees’ justice needs effectively in practice. 
Too often, adjudication systems for complaints brought by workers are slow and cumbersome, 
creating a heavy burden for many refugee workers, who are more likely to work in low-wage 
jobs and live from paycheck to paycheck. 103States also should protect workers from retaliation, 
particularly refugees; while retaliation can mean job loss or blacklisting for nationals, for a 
refugee, it can also mean deportation to a place where their life is at risk.104 By strengthening 
labor enforcement and streamlining justice mechanisms, states can play a central role in 
achieving justice for refugee workers.  

Effectively addressing these issues will benefit not only refugees but all workers. As LeBaron and her 
colleagues emphasize: “Where labor law is effectively enforced, and where businesses face consequences 
and penalties if they are caught,” workers’ rights violations “become a lot less viable as a business model.”105  
This means not only that exploiting refugee workers is not profitable but also that nationals or other more 
privileged workers are not forced to compete on an unequal playing field where hiring exploitable refugees is 
more profitable than hiring better-protected national workers. 
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7.2 Donors and multilaterals should center justice in refugee labor 
market initiatives
Donor governments and multilateral institutions have already shown they can influence host state behavior, 
both directly and indirectly. Incentives from donors, brokered by multilaterals, have been a leading catalyst 
of host state policy changes that have opened new labor markets for refugees. Despite their weaknesses, the 
Jordan and Ethiopia Compacts (see Box 1) contributed to those governments’ respective decisions to provide 
formal work avenues for refugees. This reversed entrenched precedent and expanded global conversations 
about refugees and work. Beyond host states, donor investments have also encouraged NGOs and private sector 
actors to expand programming on job training and placement for refugees.

1. Donors and multilaterals should center justice in their investments. Work rights, not just the right to 
work, should be the lynchpin of any investment to facilitate refugee economic participation, with specific 
funding for the mechanisms that make those rights a reality: Labor rights enforcement and access to 
justice for refugee workers. 

a. Donors and multilaterals should earmark funds to improve and expand state labor inspection 
agencies and legal empowerment for refugee workers, including legal accompaniment, 
worker organizing, and strategic litigation. Such funding should be a required component of 
any initiative to facilitate or shape refugees’ participation in any labor market. Projects should 
be monitored to ensure they do not lead to adverse incorporation. 

b. Donors and multilaterals should invest in improving refugees’ access to rights and justice in 
their current jobs. Instead of projects that funnel refugees into sectors where rights violations 
and injustice are prevalent, donors should invert their focus and prioritize justice for refugee 
workers in the jobs they already have. This includes supporting refugee worker organizing and 
advocacy to demand work rights, funding legal empowerment and access to justice for refugee 
workers, and leveraging investments (such as the IDA Window for Host Communities and 
Refugees and the Netherlands Prospects Project) as incentives for host states to extend work 
rights, labor enforcement, and justice systems to refugees. Refugees already widely engage in 
work. Donors and multilaterals can push to ensure this work is just. 

c. Donors and multilaterals must urgently amend existing commitments to add justice 
mechanisms. Commitments like the Netherlands’ Prospects Project, the Jordan and Ethiopia 
Compacts, and projects under the IDA Window for Host Communities and Refugees must be 
amended to include funding and technical support for improved labor rights enforcement and 
access to justice for refugee workers. As quickly as possible, donors and multilaterals should 
pivot away from supporting projects that rely on refugees working in sectors or locations–such 
as Special Economic Zones–where injustice is rampant (see Box 1). 

 Such changes offer a myriad of benefits. Centering justice in refugee labor market participation initiatives 
will prevent adverse incorporation and avoid undermining sustainable development. It will reduce 
workplace injustice for refugees and contribute to greater justice for all workers. 
 
Additionally, such changes will serve an essential risk reduction function for donors and investors: 
As currently implemented, many refugee labor market access initiatives are one exposé away from 
headlines that accuse a donor government or multilateral of putting refugees in sweatshops. By investing 
a portion of project funds in labor rights enforcement and access to justice, donors and investors will 
insure their overall investment while ensuring justice for refugee workers. 
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2. Refugees should be supported in forming or joining unions or other workers’ associations.  
 
Supporting refugee worker organizing, either by supporting refugees to join existing workers’ 
associations or funding the creation of refugee-led associations, would help build a new component of 
the justice system for refugees and other marginalized workers, controlled by refugee workers. 
 
Unions and other worker-led associations are among the most effective mechanisms for achieving justice 
for workers.106 While existing workers’ associations too often exclude refugees, supporting refugee 
workers to organize themselves and their fellow workers creates a pathway toward more inclusive 
unions—and thus inclusive justice. Further, refugee-led unions and similar rights-focused mutual-aid 
associations are likely to have a strong interest in advocating for other systemic reforms that will enable 
access to justice for their constituents.107   
 
Supporting refugee worker organizing will also help donors achieve other commitments. In the 2016 
Grand Bargain, 21 of the top 25 humanitarian donors pledged to direct 25 percent of funding to local 
and national organizations,108 but so far have struggled to meet this target.109 A few forward-thinking 
private foundations have funded initiatives designed by refugees to support refugee-led organizations, 
but most major humanitarian donors, including states, have yet to take part.110 By investing in refugee-
led associations—at even a small fraction of the cost of existing investments in refugee labor market 
initiatives—donors will contribute to reaching their Grand Bargain localization commitment while 
investing in an important and so far overlooked tool for helping refugee workers access justice.  

7.3 NGOs and UNHCR should leverage existing justice mechanisms
Refugee advocates, particularly refugee-serving NGOs and UNHCR, have an array of tools available that could 
help them advance justice for refugee workers. 

1. UNHCR and NGOs should make broader use of existing legal instruments, particularly the Economic 
Covenant. UNHCR and NGOs should take every opportunity to educate host governments about their 
legal obligations under the Economic Covenant, particularly the obligation to regularize refugees’ labor 
market participation and extend full work rights protections to them. While some host governments may 
resist this interpretation despite its strong foundation, most rely on UNHCR to articulate international 
legal standards applicable to refugees. Further, consistent NGO and UNHCR insistence that host states 
must understand and comply with the international standards to which they agreed will help build a 
culture of respect for law, rights, and justice.  

2. NGOs and UNHCR should use existing justice mechanisms more frequently to uphold refugees’ work 
rights. Given the prevalence of exploitation of refugee workers, NGOs and UNHCR should use every 
opportunity to seek vindication of refugees’ work rights through international justice mechanisms. 
Opportunities include submissions to the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights111 and 
other treaty bodies that review state adherence to international obligations and the Universal Periodic 
Review of host states by the Human Rights Council112. Similarly, NGOs and UNHCR should fully use 
regional and domestic strategic litigation. Such litigation will be most effective when implemented in 
broader, holistic campaigns to transform refugees’ work-related rights into reality. 
 
Where these mechanisms have been used, they have had an impact. Indeed, the Committee on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights’ unambiguous stance that refugees must be allowed to work 
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immediately and on par (or better) than nationals is the product of an NGO campaign that first socialized 
the existence and importance of refugee work rights, then briefed and advocated to the Committee to 
secure the current legal interpretation.113 Challenges to the violation of refugees’ work rights in domestic 
courts, for example, in Jordan and Malaysia, have secured wins for refugee workers. Using “soft” justice 
mechanisms such as the Universal Periodic Review process and pledge processes surrounding the Global 
Compact on Refugees have increased incentives and secured concrete commitments from governments 
such as Ethiopia and Thailand to better implement refugees’ work rights.  

7.4 The private sector should support systemic solutions
While individual private sector actors can contribute to just work by hiring refugee workers fairly and equitably, 
the private sector can best support justice for refugee workers at scale by relinquishing power. Because worker 
exploitation is a structural phenomenon, ending injustice for refugee workers requires structural reforms to 
make injustice against them unprofitable. Endorsement of, or at least neutrality towards, these structural 
reforms is the best way for the private sector to advance justice for refugee workers. 

1. Private sector actors should endorse robust legal protections, state enforcement mechanisms, and 
comprehensive access to justice for refugee workers. Private sector endorsement of worker rights laws, 
along with enforcement and justice mechanisms, has the potential to play an outsized role in convincing 
host governments to enact these protections for refugee workers. At a minimum, private sector actors 
should avoid the temptation to advocate for replacing enforcement and justice mechanisms with 
voluntary commitments or social auditing systems, given that these have been repeatedly revealed to be 
ineffective in practice. 114

2. Private sector actors should proactively agree to bear the burdens, risks, and costs of combatting 
injustice at work. At an absolute minimum, this means rejecting disparate terms of work (such as so-
called “incentives” below minimum wage) for refugee workers. It also means refusing to engage in hiring 
discrimination, even where hiring refugees is more expensive, more difficult, or higher risk because 
of refugees’ legal status. For example, an employer may have to pay a work permit fee, structure a 
hiring contract differently, or absorb the risk of hiring someone with uncertain work authorization to 
employ a refugee worker–such measures should be undertaken voluntarily and consistently so as not to 
discriminate against refugee workers. Further, private sector actors should budget and take responsibility 
for ensuring and proving compliance with work rights and for acting promptly and proactively to remedy 
and recompense any violations. 
 
These recommendations will bring a range of medium- and long-term benefits, even as they may entail 
some short-term costs. Robust legal rights and enforcement and justice mechanisms for workers will 
mean exploitation is no longer profitable, rewarding employers who treat workers well. Moreover, as the 
world continues to pursue the SDGs, business models that depend on exploitation may face increased 
reputational harm. More broadly, enhancing access to justice makes worker rights meaningful, reducing 
labor market inequality. This, in turn, lowers the risk of conflict and increases the stability of the business 
environment.115 

 
In addition to the recommendations above, private sector actors should gracefully relinquish outsized power 
in discussions of refugees and work. The strongest advocates for just work for refugees will always be refugee 
workers and prospective workers themselves. Refugees should be equitably represented in all multistakeholder 
discussions around refugees and work, such that they are on terms of at least equal power with other 
participants. Workers–both those who are refugees and those who are not–also should be represented. This 
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means that multi-stakeholder efforts to increase refugees’ economic power by expanding or improving their labor 
market participation must exercise caution when involving private sector actors. In particular, employers should not 
have a louder voice in refugee labor market participation discussions than workers’ associations—representing both 
refugee and non-refugee workers—and refugee communities themselves.

Conclusion

Achieving the systemic transformation needed to ensure justice for refugee workers will not be easy. This analysis 
offers an understanding of the justice problems that refugees face in the labor market and the overlooked tools at our 
collective disposal to address them. However, ensuring justice for refugee workers will require many actors, working in 
concert, to insist on justice as a foundational principle of development efforts involving refugees. 

SDG16's call for justice for all cannot be an afterthought or an add-on in displacement response. This is not a moral 
exhortation in favor of rights and justice; it is a recognition that pragmatically, any approach that begins by accepting 
exploitative, extractive conditions will entrench endemic poverty and make the pathway to achieving the SDGs far 
steeper.

Instead, all actors must center justice for refugee workers. Together, we must prioritize investment in refugee workers’ 
justice journeys, insisting that work rights for refugees become more than words on paper. Such efforts are imperative 
to reach the SDGs and improve development outcomes for all.
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Box 1: The Jordan and Ethiopia Compacts: Work Without 
Justice
The World Bank-brokered compacts in Jordan and Ethiopia, intended to address work authorization 
and labor market access for refugees, have proven problematic in practice. Although touted as 
innovations in refugee economic inclusion, they sought in part to remove refugee workers from 
their existing communities and place them in manufacturing facilities in special economic zones 
that are widely documented as rife with abuse116 —“so much so that in India, they have been 
dubbed ‘special exploitation zones’’’ one critic reports.117  

Workers in Jordan’s special economic zones have frequently been subjected to wage theft, passport 
seizure, poor ventilation and plumbing, and other violations, according to complaints documented 
by work rights NGO Tamkeen and others.118 Meanwhile, garment workers in the Ethiopian special 
economic zones (called industrial parks in Ethiopia) were receiving the lowest base wage of any 
garment-producing country when the Ethiopia Compact launched in 2019—wages so low that 
workers “cannot afford decent housing, food, and transportation.”119 In both Jordan and Ethiopia, 
labor unions and NGOs120 have been excluded from these zones. 

Compounding these problems, neither compact addressed this exclusion or made any provisions 
for refugee workers to have access to justice. For example, “the formulation of the Jordan Compact 
and the conditions of work permits… fail to offer mechanisms to communicate grievances 
against employers,” a reflection of “unequal power dynamics and a legislative framework that is 
seemingly unnavigable for most refugee groups” that leaves refugees “unable to engage in formal 
grievance mechanisms with the Jordanian state,” according to a 2022 assessment by the Overseas 
Development Institute’s Humanitarian Policy Group and the Jordanian NGO Arab Renaissance for 
Democracy and Development (ARDD).121 

These outcomes illustrate the importance of embedding access to justice in any effort to improve 
refugees’ participation in the labor market. The Compacts represented an innovative approach 
but overlooked a crucial component: Building better employment pathways for refugees requires 
building justice pathways alongside. 
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Box 2: Resourcing Access to Justice: A Critical Need
Compounding the barriers to justice for refugee workers, access to justice is woefully underfunded 
overall. Despite the integral role of access to justice in achieving SDGs 8 and 10, among others, SDG16 
was—unlike other goals—launched as an unfunded mandate: “On the day the SDGs were announced, 
most of them were accompanied by major financial commitments… On access to justice, no one 
pledged a penny,” Vivek Maru, head of the access to justice NGO Namati, wrote.122 For refugees, like 
other marginalized communities, justice needs to continue to far outstrip available funding.123  

In the displacement response sector, some legal empowerment services do receive funding. However, 
much of the legal empowerment available to refugees tends to focus on only a few limited modalities, 
chiefly information and bureaucratic accompaniment, as described in my April 2022 companion paper 
for Pathfinders, Legal Empowerment: From Accompaniment to Justice.124 This can help refugees 
transact ordinary life activities that require state involvement or endorsement, such as registering 
births. Where injustice is prevalent or recurring, however, more is needed:

[Information and accompaniment] largely fail to challenge the systemic injustice 
that is often inherent in bureaucratic mechanisms or their absence. Because such 
limited programs fail to utilize the full range of legal empowerment modalities, they 
are unable to respond when bureaucratic accompaniment fails to achieve justice, 
either in a particular instance or as a systemic failure.125   

The lack of funding for other access to justice modalities has many causes, but it is partly a result of 
donors’ misunderstanding of the scope of rights that inhere to refugees, particularly in relation to work. 
When both advocates and donors incorrectly believe refugees have only limited work rights, donors will 
fail to invest in programming that could hold governments accountable to their commitments under the 
Economic Covenant, the Refugee Convention, and other relevant instruments. 

Donors can and should invest more substantially in justice modalities that could remedy systemic 
injustices for refugees. This includes funding strategic litigation in both domestic and regional courts to 
uphold host states’ obligations under the Economic Covenant and/or the Refugee Convention. It also 
includes funding other collective or impact litigation that could eliminate major barriers to justice, such 
as internment, labor market exclusion, and weaponization of immigration enforcement by employers. 
One essential and underfunded vehicle is the Global Strategic Litigation Council for Refugee Rights, a 
broad coalition of most of the major refugee justice organizations around the world that has developed 
thoughtful strategies to leverage justice systems across jurisdictions to expand justice for refugees at 
scale.126 These strategies should be comprehensively resourced. 

Comprehensive resourcing is critical to ensuring collective and impact-focused justice modalities 
are successful. Too often, donors that fund impact litigation will support a single impact lawsuit or 
submission to a treaty body without investing in the accompanying advocacy and communications 
efforts needed to enhance the likelihood of success. Moreover, to truly leverage justice mechanisms 
for transformative improvements in justice at scale, donors should invest in multi-year efforts that 
first introduce and socialize understanding of a state’s legal obligations among lawmakers and justice 
institutions before bringing litigation (accompanied by complementary advocacy and communications 
efforts) before those newly-sensitized institutions. Moreover, addressing systemic injustice often 
requires a series of multiple legal and advocacy actions to uphold and sustain the shifts in state action 
that create a stronger justice environment. Donors should provide consistent, long-term investment in 
such comprehensive strategies if they are serious about achieving SDGs 8, 10, and 16 for refugees.
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Box 3: The Prospects Problem: Access to Work Without 
Access to Justice 
The Prospects initiative, a EUR 500 million by the government of the Netherlands, has a laudable 
goal: improving the economic prospects of refugees in the Middle East and the Horn of Africa. Access 
to employment is a primary focus of the project, alongside education and prevention of irregular 
migration. 

Prospects supports the work of five multilateral organizations: UNHCR, UNICEF, ILO, IFC, and the World 
Bank. In theory, UNHCR and ILO are responsible for ensuring decent work. Together with UNICEF, 
they are also responsible for what is termed the "protection" of refugees- a somewhat controversial 
term with variable meanings in the sector, but often understood to include human rights. The World 
Bank and IFC are primarily responsible for market development and public and private investment 
promotion. 

The initiative appears to present an ideal opportunity to expand refugee workers’ access to justice, 
for example, by increasing the availability of legal advice and support. Its current formulation, 
however, does not provide for this.127 At the same time, refugee workers are consistently at grave 
risk of injustice across myriad geographies and work contexts, as described throughout this paper. 
While refugees' access to labor markets and livelihoods is a common theme in Prospects materials, 
empowering refugees to redress rights violations at work is not currently discussed.128  

To be sure, ILO's responsibilities under Prospects include promoting "decent work." However, ILO 
does not directly engage in or support access to justice for individual workers. Rather, its mandate is 
facilitating dialogue and advising on labor policy among its constituents—governments, employers, 
and worker associations. Because worker associations rarely represent refugees and are indeed 
often hostile to refugees' labor market participation, this approach leaves refugees with no voice in 
discussions of labor rights policy, even as they are bereft of support to access justice individually. 

Similarly, while UNHCR is mandated to safeguard refugees' human rights, its role in Prospects 
is focused on documentation and legal status, not on rights at work.129 World Bank's Prospects 
projects are dictated by government development plans, and refugees generally are not included as 
stakeholders in the development of those plans. IFC's focus is de-risking initial investments in refugee 
and host communities to "provide demonstration… on commercial viability of refugee-focused 
investments," with no provision for ensuring commercial viability can co-exist with just work.130  

The Prospects initiative urgently requires an amendment to include access to justice for refugee 
workers. Until it does, the initiative risks condemning refugees to adverse incorporation, where 
refugees are compelled to work in unfair situations that mire them in perpetual poverty, "preventing 
them from accumulating wealth or achieving long-term economic security." 131 

To remedy this, the Netherlands should consider enhancing Prospects with supplemental funding 
for access to justice interventions. Such interventions should include, at a minimum, expansion and 
training of labor inspectorates and legal empowerment for refugee workers, including funding to 
support refugees in using labor dispute mechanisms, organizing among themselves, or with other 
workers to collectively bargain, and undertaking strategic litigation. In the long term, the Netherlands 
and other donors should pledge that any future initiative that promotes refugees’ access to labor 
markets will include dedicated funding to expand labor enforcement and help refugees access justice 
for work rights violations.
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